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ABOUT US
Al Baraq Steel Works L.L.C, located in the New Industrial Area – Ajman was

founded on 29 March 2006 as a result of a study undertaken by a group of

experienced professionals at different levels (Engineering, Manufacturing,

Sales, and Management). They assumed that, in order to increase the

demand for engineering services, a professional-owned company should be

formed for this purpose of providing diversified services with particular

emphasis on engineering services, particularly steel structures. This

company will meet the needs for almost all imaginable structural steel

structures to be planned, measured, manufactured, and installed. Al Baraq

Steel has grown to become one of the top steel construction companies in

Ajman & Steel building contractors in Dubai. Additionally, they are

recognized as one of the leading steel detailing companies in Dubai,

offering comprehensive and precise detailing services for various steel

structures.
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SERVICES

STRUCTURAL STEEL

Are you looking for structural steel fabrication companies in UAE? For

years, we have been producing structural steel solutions of the

topmost quality with timely delivery and at competitive price points.

From estimation to steel erection, our expertise and experience let us

take on any project confidently as a structural steel fabricator in UAE.

From relatively simple projects to more complex endeavors, we always

anticipate every challenge that comes our way. Our craftsmanship has

never gone unnoticed among customers; we are grateful to have been

associated with some of the most prestigious clients in the UAE

construction industry.

STEEL FABRICATION

We are among the best steel fabrication companies based out of the

United Arab Emirates. What drives us is a dedication to complete

projects with high-quality services on a timely basis. As a steel

fabricator in UAE, we continue to work hard for improvements in all

aspects of the metal fabrication process. We have a spacious facility to

ensure that we handle steel fabrication projects of any size. Our

processes and equipment are streamlined in order to ensure that we

create products most efficiently and deliver those on time.
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STEEL BUILDING 
CONTRACTORS IN DUBAI
We carry out diverse kinds of large engineering services and

are therefore hailed to be an ace structural steel fabrication

companies in UAE. There are different types of structural

steels and we make sure to excel in every phase of the

development process. From managing the project to

coordinating things, reporting every aspect, controlling cost,

and even after sale maintenance, Baraq Steel Works is the

numero uno choice when you are looking for structural steel

fabricator in UAE.

We carry out excellent work of steel fabrication in UAE and

make it a point to thoroughly inspect every aspect of steel

making process and this helps us to be sure that the end

products are one of the very best that you will find. We

believe that it is the best quality of services that makes us

stand out in the field of steel construction.
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CONTACT US
Al Baraq Steel Works L.L.C,

P.O. Box 4700, Umm Al Quwain, UAE,

P: +971 6 748 3226 +971 50 700 25 25

F: +971 6 748 3227

E-mail: info@baraqsteel.com
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